Beyond Metadata: What Paper Authors Say About Corpora They Use
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Abstract
The growing ecosystem of data sharing in science has put dataset search into the focus. To
make data sharing and reuse more feasible,
new retrieval tools and services are being developed. Currently, dataset retrieval relies almost exclusively on metadata provided by the
publishers. To extend this knowledge source
our work studies the task of “dataset review
mining” in scientific publications. For the
field of Natural Language Processing we collect metadata about datasets from established
resources such as the ELRA and LDC catalogs,
and then extract review statements about the
datasets from ACL Anthology Corpus publications, compiling the Webis-Dataset-Reviews21 corpus. By analyzing the reviews we identify different categories of what paper authors
write about data. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first analysis of this kind in the field
of Natural Language Processing, albeit similar
analyses have been carried out in the social and
medical sciences. Our corpus and the underlying code are shared alongside this paper.1,2,3

1

Introduction

Recently, Google introduced its Dataset Search service (Brickley et al., 2019).4 Around 30 million
datasets have been indexed to date,5 hosted at web
pages and repositories all across the web. Although
data sharing and dataset search has long been a best
practice in natural language processing, Google’s
service has accelerated and standardized data sharing across scientific communities, since only those
datasets are indexed, for which a certain metadata
description prescribed by Google is provided.
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Chapman et al. (2020) and Koesten et al. (2017)
survey the state of the art in dataset search and
analyze how it differs from classical information
retrieval. Approaches to dataset search from related fields, such as databases, semantic web, entitybased search, and tabular search are reviewed, but
neither solves the task comprehensively. From a
user’s perspective, searching for datasets entails
two steps: (1) its retrieval using standard keyword
search, and (2) examining the search results to identify the datasets suitable to one’s needs. The second step strongly differs from web search, since
a (large) dataset cannot be easily reviewed in the
browser; merely it’s metadata is available—as well
as the descriptions found on the download page.
We argue that a crucial piece of information is
missing to inform the examination of dataset search
results: dataset user experience.
Unlike for commercial products in online shops,
for datasets, there are hardly any platforms where
users share their experiences using them. On the
few that do exist, the amount of published reviews
cannot be compared with that of commercial products. In any case, due to the specificity of most
datasets, few people actually use them. Their feedback is typically found only as part of their reports
and scientific publications. However, here, authors
are at liberty to provide testimonials and criticisms
that can be more thorough and extended in comparison to commercial product reviews.
To assess this potential source of information
about datasets, and to eventually harness it for
dataset search, this paper takes the first step in
this direction by compiling and analyzing WebisDataset-Reviews-21, a corpus of dataset reviews
from a large corpus of scientific publications,
namely the ACL Anthology. Compiling a list of
datasets in the field of Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistics using authoritative sources including catalogs of the European

Language Resources Association (ELRA) and its
LRE Map, the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC),
and others, we extract from the ACL Anthology’s
57,608 papers 466,567 sentences mentioning a
dataset. Exploring these mention statements, we
organize them in a taxonomy, assessing their usefulness for dataset retrieval.

2

Related Work

Dataset review mining can be seen as part of the
task of dataset retrieval, as well as that of extracting information from scientific documents. The
demand for dataset search has increased with more
data being published across scientific communities,
by industry, and by government bodies. Multiple
initiatives facilitate data sharing and encourage scientists to do so, such as Zenodo,6 and DataCite7
(Rueda et al., 2016), which also provide digital object identifiers (DOIs) for datasets, and a platform
for publishing them. Several open software frameworks implement data collection management. Currently, most common are CKAN (Solr), Socrata,
and OpenDataSoft. Chapman et al. (2020) show
that most of the search features implemented rely
exclusively on metadata. Brickley et al. (2019) observe that this restricts the effectiveness of dataset
retrieval engines as metadata quality varies significantly. Notwithstanding this shortcoming, specialized dataset search engines still dramatically
improve dataset discovery and sharing.
Several commonly used schemas and formats
for dataset metadata exist, such as the JavaScript
Object Notation for Linked Data (JSON-LD), and
the Dataset schema8 based on W3C DCAT (Erickson et al., 2013). The latter has become a de-facto
standard, as it is used by Google Dataset Search to
index data collections found in the open web. Many
data publishers meanwhile adopted these standards
of making metadata about their published datasets
machine-readable, and data portal software platforms, such as CKAN, integrate this functionality
by default. In addition, improvements on tracking citations of data are being actively developed.
Projects, like Semantic Scholar, Microsoft Academic Graph,9 and Google Dataset Search, along
with Google Scholar, couple data and publications
to improve data discovery.
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The task of extracting structured information
from scientific publications has been tackled many
times. Gupta and Manning (2011) extract key aspects of scientific papers, including focus, technique, and domain from the ACL Anthology. Mesbah et al. (2018), Luan et al. (2018), and Jain et al.
(2020) propose approaches to identify entities and
their relations in scientific documents. Gábor et al.
(2016) creates an annotated corpus for concepts
and semantic relations based on the ACL Anthology. Duck et al. (2016) employed text mining to
process dataset and software mentions in biological and medical publications from PubMed Central.
Boland et al. (2012) identify references to datasets
in social science publications. Closely related to
our work, software mentions in scientific documents can be mined using a Grobid library module,10 e.g., to give research software more credit.
In 2019, a shared task focusing on the tasks
of dataset review mining and extraction of scientific methods and fields was organized by the Coleridge Initiative.11 The training data provided was
based on the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) data catalog,12
comprising around 10,000 datasets used in the social sciences and a labeled corpus of 5,000 publications matched with mentioned datasets. The
best-performing solution by The Allen Institute
for Artificial Intelligence (AI2) implements a set
of rule-based candidate citations by exact string
matching mentions and datasets as a first step. An
ad-hoc named entity recognition model has been
trained based on matches identified. Mention labels were generated by string matching mentions
in the provided annotations against the full text
of papers. Then, candidate datasets were scored
based on TF-IDF-weighted token overlap between
the mention text and the dataset title, linking them
using a binary classifier.
Färber et al.’s (2021) work is perhaps the most
closely related one to our paper. It recognizes
datasets along with scientific methods in a corpus of 510,000 publications. The TSE-NER approach by Mesbah et al. (2018) was used to identify methods and datasets in order to integrate
this data into the Microsoft Academic Knowledge
Graph (MAKG). Moreover, identified dataset references has been classified into used vs. not-used
based on the textual context.
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3

Collecting the Metdata of NLP Datasets

The two major steps to construct the Webis-DatasetReviews-21 corpus are the compilation of a collection of metadata of datasets used in the field of
Natural Language Processing, and the extraction
of mentions of these datasets from the ACL Anthology. To tackle the first step, we crawl authoritative NLP dataset catalogs, collect their metadata,
clean and normalize it, merge duplicates, and format this compilation according to the specification
of https://schema.org/Dataset.
The catalogs crawled are shown in Table 1. Although these catalogs may not list all existing
datasets in Natural Language Processing, they certainly contain many of the most prominent and
the most commonly used ones in the field. Nevertheless, there are bound to be many datasets in
the “long tail”: Their identification will require tailored named entity recognition approaches along
the lines of the ones employed in aforementioned
shared tasks. Our current collection of dataset metadata contains 13,372 entries in total.
The metadata enclosed in the catalogs are based
on different schemas. In order to render them
amenable for subsequent processing, we went
about cleaning, normalizing, and unifying them
across catalogs. Duplicates were identified and
merged into a normalized schema: For each dataset,
we collect properties relating to its source, original title, acronym, DOI, description, year, creator,
and URL, as well as additional properties, such
as language, format, size, and metadata about the
associated paper, if available. Our final, unified
metadata catalog of NLP datasets forms part of the
Webis-Dataset-Reviews-21 corpus.
Catalog

Datasets
13

Language Resources monitoring (LRE Map)
European Language Association (ELRA)14
Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC)15
Big Bad NLP Database16
NLP Progress17
Σ

6,143
5,398
950
791
90
13,372

Table 1: NLP resources crawled for dataset metadata.
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4

Mining Dataset Reviews

The second step of constructing our corpus was
mining for dataset reviews from the ACL Anthology in the form of sentences that mention a dataset
found in our unified catalog. We extract dataset
mentions from the anthology’s papers, annotate
them, and develop a taxonomy with regard to the
information a dataset mention provides about the
data. We further analyze common patterns used by
authors to describe the data.
4.1

Preprocessing the ACL Anthology

The ACL Anthology18 compiles all papers published in the fields of computer linguistics and natural language processing published between the late
1960s up to today and makes them available open
access. We used a collection of papers from that
includes the papers up until 2020, 57,606 PDF files
in total, omitting ones not written in English.
To enable text processing the papers, we use
the Grobid (GRO, 2008–2021) library for parsing
scientific publications given as PDF and extracting structured XML/TEI-encoded documents.19 In
the subsequent review mining step, we decided
to analze only the publications’ body sections (including the introduction), as a pilot study showed
datasets mentioned in the abstract or references sections hardly contain any information about them.
Harnessing the annotations provided by Grobid,
we resolve references and footnotes within the text
of a paper and add the titles of cited items to the
document full text. If a paper contains exact references in a form of DOI or URL to the corpora used,
we consider this information as additional features
in the mention extraction step. Information about
paper sections and paragraphs within the body are
preserved as well.
4.2

Dataset Mentions Extraction

For the dataset mention extraction, we exploit the
fact that most datasets in natural language processing research have proper names and/or distinct
acronyms. This is unlike in the social sciences,
where many datasets rather have descriptions for
names (e.g., “national census data on population
development 2020”, which then gets shortened adhoc by the authors while writing their paper). By
contrast, for NLP dataset, their creators often conceive of catchy acronyms (e.g., “WordNet”) that
18
19
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Characteristic
Mentions
Coreference mentions

Mentions

Coreferences

Publications

43,746
36,954
20,453
9,236
8,666
5,366
5,075
4,607
4,232
3,799
3,792
3,705
3,372
3,156
3.022
2,973
2,872
2,737
2,625
2,584
2,437

8,925
8,682
5,661
2,047
2,317
1,202
1,477
1,403
967
925
1,046
783
636
680
656
821
764
750
642
614
585

6,591
6,602
8,039
1,386
2,752
1,032
1,624
895
399
759
1,720
687
592
553
474
782
432
483
576
384
648

Table 3: Number of mentions and papers for top 20
datasets mentioned in the ACL Anthology publications.

are then picked up by paper authors. Therefore,
we get by with basic string matching to extract
466,567 mentions of 2,986 unique datasets out of
the 13,371 ones in our catalog.20 At the same time,
with this basic approach, we introduce a baseline
for the task of dataset mention extraction, which,
in practice, has a similar recall compared to that
of a full-text search performed over an indexed
collection of papers.
We define a dataset review as “an assessment
from the person who used the data” (be it praise
or criticism). Reviews are often spread across sentences around a dataset mention, but are usually
confined to within the same paragraph or section.
We employ a co-reference resolution model (Clark
and Manning, 2016) to extract further discussion of
a dataset from adjacent sentences around a dataset
mention. Tables 2 and 3 overview relevant corpus
statistics.
20

Intention

(92%) 53,129
(22%) 2,986

Table 2: Mentions of datasets in the ACL Anthology.

WordNet
Wikipedia
Penn Treebank
FrameNet
Brown
PropBank
Europarl
BNC
PDTB
Freebase
Gigaword
UMLS
VerbNet
Wiktionary
DUC
OntoNotes
SQuAD
ATIS
DBpedia
TimeML
PubMed

Reuse [58%]

466,567
93,176

Publications with at least one mention
Unique datasets mentioned

Dataset

Personal experience

Number of elements

In future work, we plan on investigating if the recall of
mentioned datasets can be increased with heuristic matching
approaches as well as citation-based ones; cursory attempts,
however, showed especially the former to introduce a lot
of noisy mentions, which is why we omitted them in this
analysis.

Features
Dataset
mention

Description [20%]

Task, problem
Comparison

Reference [6%]
“Is a”
“Characterized by information type”

Figure 1: Taxonomy of dataset mentions. The type
“personal experience” corrsponds to a dataset review,
and implies reuse of the data.

4.3

A Taxonomy of Dataset Mentions

We manually reviewed a random sample of
1,000 dataset mentions and derived a taxonomy
of three classes as shown in Figure 1: reuse, description, and reference. We primarily distinguish
between “active” cases of reuse of a dataset from
“passive” descriptions and references. Statements
of dataset reuse include cases where data is used
as a basis for experiments, training models, and
synthesis of new or sub-datasets. For instance:
(1) “Second, we reuse the RCV1-V2, using a version that contained a selected 5,000 term vocabulary.”
Descriptions and references rather give details
about a dataset or compare it:
(2) “For instance, two words are said to be synonyms if they belong in the same synset in the
WordNet.”;
(3) “MovieQA is a challenging dataset for movie
understanding. The dataset consists of 14,944
multiple choice questions about 408 movies.”
Altogether, 58% of the sample are reuse mentions,
20% descriptions, and 6% references. The remaining mentions are ambiguous and/or incorrect.
From the reuse mentions, 63% share a “personal
experience” which we operationalize as a form of
dataset review. Projected to the entire set of dataset
mentions, this potentially results in about 150,000
such cases. For instance:
(4) “When only WordNet, not BabelNet, is used
for identifying lexico-semantic relations, per-

formance increases slightly, which we attribute to noise that comes with using BabelNet.”;

Dan Brickley, Matthew Burgess, and Natasha Noy.
2019. Google dataset search: Building a search engine for datasets in an open web ecosystem. In The
World Wide Web Conference, pages 1365–1375.

(5) “The TimeBank and the data used in the two
TempEval challenges are important, as they
have annotations describing not just dates and
times, but also events and temporal relations
between these entities.”;

Adriane Chapman, Elena Simperl, Laura Koesten,
George Konstantinidis, Luis-Daniel Ibáñez, Emilia
Kacprzak, and Paul Groth. 2020. Dataset search: a
survey. The VLDB Journal, 29(1):251–272.

(6) “While AQuA may prove useful for training,
it is inappropriate as an evaluation set.”
Unsurprisingly, commonly used datasets, such
as Wikipedia, WordNet, the Penn Treebank, the
Brown Corpus, and GigaWord receive the most
mentions with over 5,000 each. The majority are
mentioned only a few times; only 25% of the
datasets are mentioned more than 10 times. Altogether, description mentions provide information
about the data, its features, and common tasks it
is used for. Reuse mentions conveying a personal
experience provide information about suitability of
the dataset for the paper’s envisioned task, as well
as details about the data.

5

Conclusion

We compiled a comprehensive list of NLP-related
datasets and extracted their mentions from the
ACL Anthology. Analyzing the mentions, three basic categories can be distinguished, namely reuse,
descriptions, and references. The former two categories of mentions are considered to be useful as
a source of information on a dataset in the task
of dataset retrieval, enabling dataset search engines to display more in-depth information about
a dataset on a search results page, as well as informing their retrieval models. Other future directions include improving the extraction of mentions,
e.g., via “few-shot” domain-specific named entity
recognition, as well as, expanding to other fields of
research.
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